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Mob Psycho 100 Volume 5
The American group of ability users known as the "Guild" appears, led by the wealthy Francis Scott
Fitzgerald, who has his sights set on the Armed Detective Agency! Can Agency president Fukuzawa
stop him!? Not if Guild member Lucy Montgomery and can help it!

No Longer Human
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Extoled for her achievements in Dacia, Tanya makes her grand return to Norden! As the war escalates,
so do the General Staff's expectations for the 203rd Aerial Mage Battalion (much to the young major's
dismay). From a barrage of enemy formulas to communication mishaps with higher-ups, it looks like
everyone in the world-be they enemies or allies-will stop at nothing to sabotage the former salaryman!

Bungo Stray Dogs
Known for his biting wit and rapid-fire brain cells, Yukito Ayatsuji is a detective and top-ranked skill
user who possesses the ability to expose any crime. When a request to investigate a puzzling murder
incident hits his desk, Ayatsuji must team up with Mizuki Tsujimura, a spunky agent sent from the
Special Division, to tackle the case. Can the unlikely duo get to the bottom of this mystery?!

Bungo Stray Dogs
In the aftermath of World War One, everyone is trying to rebuild their lives. If Ben is to avoid being sent
back to the orphanage, he needs to find his brother Sam, wounded in action and is now missing. Lotti's
horrible aunt and uncle want to send her away to boarding-school (when she has just so successfully
managed to get expelled from her last one!) And Clara, their young teacher, is waiting for news of her
missing fiancé. Just as they think they've found their feet in the new order, disaster strikes, and Lotti and
Ben must get away. And so they hatch a plan - to cross the Channel on Ben's narrowboat and find Sam.
And there's something in France that Lotti is looking for, too Buffeted by storms, chased by the police,
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Lotti, Ben, Clara and a growing number of dogs set out on an epic journey, on the search for lost loved
ones and a place to call home.

The Art of Studio Gainax
Atsushi-his confidence shot thanks to Q's mental assault-is finally caught by the Guild, due to
Fitzgerald's sheer physical might and Alcott's abilities. Q, left to his own devices, turns his eyes toward
his next target-Lovecraft, a Guild skill user shrouded in mystery. Soon, the Guild's scheming turns the
promised land of Yokohama into a sea of flames-and Atsushi is forced to stand strong once more!
!--EndFragment--

Bungo Stray Dogs
Trapped inside Congressman Kwon's estate, Tae-Ha and the politician's family are at the mercy of his exwife's ghost. She's willing to spare them all if her ex can guess what it is she wants, but it's a limitedtime offer, and Laon is nowhere to be found! Just as Tae-Ha is about to curse his bad luck, the specter
drops a hint about Young-Yoo! Meanwhile, Gyu-Jin is in over his head on his first assignment. He's
been sent to find out more about a religious cult, but he's about to find himself in a whole lot of trouble!

Bungo Stray Dogs
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With only minutes to stop the Moby-Dick from crashing down on Yokohama, Atsushi encounters his
nemesis, Akutagawa! However, the face-off turns into a three-man battle when Fitzgerald enters the
fray. Can Atsushi and Akutagawa counter the Guild leader's extravagant ability in time to stop the white
whale's descent?!!--EndFragment--

Bungo Stray Dogs
As Ryuunousuke Akutagawa and Nathaniel Hawthorne engage in a life-or-death battle, Chuuya
Nakahara has information about The Guild's plot to destroy the Armed Detective Agency. H.P.
Lovecraft and John Steinbeck also reveal their powerful abilities!

Domestic Girlfriend 23
With the heads of the Agency and the Port Mafia on the brink of death due to a "cannibal" virus, the
vicious rivalry between the groups rears its head once more! As the fearsome Akutagawa and former
assassin Kyouka face off in a fatal battle, a rare confrontation between the cocky Chuuya and genius
detective Ranpo threatens to disrupt the city's peace. Meanwhile, Kunikida and Atsushi are off to search
for a cure, but will they make it in time or will they be doomed to fall before their old
nemeses?!--EndFragment--

Bungo Stray Dogs, Vol. 14
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After Rui suddenly breaks up with him, Natsuo, still unable to accept reality, runs into an enigmatic
woman. "Hey, why don't the two of us slip out of here?" A sudden breakup, and just as suddenly, a new
encounter, as Natsuo begins to walk a new forbidden path!

Bungo Stray Dogs: Another Story
Neither a utopia nor a dystopia, it’s still a world of nations at strife, as dominated by corporations as
ever. Technology hasn’t made humans nearly obsolete, but rather bettered us, if you will, attaching to
our bodies and even brains as enhancements—for those who can afford it. Comics artist Shirow
Masamune’s vision of our coming society, animated to global acclaim and finally the basis of a major
Hollywood production, branches out in five original stories by some of the most beloved SF novelists
working in Japan today. A standalone collection, it requires no familiarity with the franchise to be
enjoyed but is indispensable for fans for its thoughtful exploration of the series’ implications. While
reality may never become virtual, it will be increasingly networked and augmented. Navigate herein ageold questions about man that will return, not so ironically, in full force: What is the self? Is there such a
thing as the soul?

First Love Monster
"There are three murderers hiding in your midst." These ominous words given to the six survivors of a
tragic bus accident are followed by an ultimatum: The murderers must anguish over their crimes and
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find a way to answer for them within one week, or the evidence of their sins will be given to the police.
But when every person has a secret, who can you trust?

Bungo Stray Dogs, Vol. 15
Formed by a small group of university students in the early 1980s, Studio Gainax is now one of the most
adventurous and widely esteemed anime companies on the scene. And it is fascinating for its unique
approach to animation. Formal experimentation, genre-straddling, self-reflexivity, unpredictable plot
twists, a gourmet palate for stylishness, proverbially controversial endings, and a singularly iconoclastic
worldview are some of the hallmarks. This documentation of the studio’s achievements provides a
critical overview of both the company and its films: in-depth examinations of particular titles that best
represent the company’s overall work, including television series such as Nadia: The Secret of Blue
Water and Neon Genesis Evangelion, and feature films such as Royal Space Force: The Wings of
Honneamise and Gunbuster vs. Diebuster. Each chapter highlights the contribution made by a specific
production to the company’s progress.

Bungo Stray Dogs, Vol. 4 (light novel)
The Armed Detective Agency's latest case brings them to a strange island off the coast of Yokohama
called "Standard Island," but what awaits them turns out to be far more complicated than expected: a
bomb, time travel, a mysterious skill user named H.G. Wells Will this incident spell the end of
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Yokohama itself?!

The Ghost in the Shell
Still on the run from the law, the Armed Detective Agency is forced to strike deals with the unlikeliest of
allies. As Atsushi negotiates with Fitzgerald to use the "Eyes of God" and Dazai is locked in a battle of
wits against Dostoyevsky, the Port Mafia offers to shelter the others-but only if Yosano comes over to
their side. With nowhere else to turn and the military's Hunting Dogs closing in, Yosano must come to
grips with her dark past

The Saga of Tanya the Evil, Vol. 4 (manga)
Since its inception in 1933, Toho Co., Ltd., Japan's most famous movie production company and
distributor, has produced and/or distributed some of the most notable films ever to come out of Asia,
including Seven Samurai, Godzilla, Ringu, and Spirited Away. The Toho Studios Story provides a
complete picture of every Toho feature the Japanese studio produced and released.

The Saga of Tanya the Evil, Vol. 6 (manga)
“Stephen Kiernan has pulled off the nearly impossibleThe most tender, terrifying, relevant book you’ll
read this year.” — Jenna Blum, New York Times bestselling author of Those Who Save Us and The Lost
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Family From the critically acclaimed author of The Baker’s Secret and The Curiosity comes a novel of
conscience, love, and redemption—a fascinating fictionalized account of the life of Charlie Fisk, a gifted
mathematician who was drafted into Manhattan Project and ordered against his morals to build the
detonator for the atomic bomb. With his musician wife, he spends his postwar life seeking
redemption—and they find it together. Graduating from Harvard at the height of World War II, brilliant
mathematician Charlie Fish is assigned to the Manhattan Project. Working with some of the age’s
greatest scientific minds, including J. Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi, and Leo Szilard, Charlie is
assigned the task of designing and building the detonator of the atomic bomb. As he performs that work
Charlie suffers a crisis of conscience, which his wife, Brenda—unaware of the true nature of Charlie’s topsecret task—mistakes as self-doubt. She urges him to set aside his qualms and continue. Once the bombs
strike Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the feelings of culpability devastate him and Brenda. At the war’s end,
Charlie receives a scholarship to pursue a PhD in physics at Stanford—an opportunity he and Brenda hope
will allow them a fresh start. But the past proves inescapable. All any of his new colleagues can talk
about is the bomb, and what greater atomic weapons might be on the horizon. Haunted by guilt, Charlie
and Brenda leave Stanford and decide to dedicate the rest of their lives to making amends for the evil he
helped to birth into the world. Based on the life of the actual mathematician Charles B. Fisk, Universe of
Two combines riveting historical drama with a poignant love story. Stephen Kiernan has conjured a
remarkable account of two people struggling to heal their consciences and find peace in a world forever
changed.

Moribito: Guardian of the Spirit
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Bungo Stray Dogs
Having no candidates was Tanya's ultimatescheme to forestall a new project that would send her to the
front lines. But her plan backfires after waves of applications from promising young soldiers flood the
office. Just when she thinks things couldn't get any worse, the Elinium Type 95's mind contamination
begins to take effect on the fledgling captain who-before she realizes it-is now the official leader of a
battalion?!

Secret
Having been kicked out of the orphanage, a despairing young man by the name of Atsushi Nakajima
rescues a strange man from a suicide attempt--Osamu Dazai. Turns out that Dazai is part of an armeddetective agency staffed by individuals whose supernatural powers take on a literary bent!

Bungo Stray Dogs, Vol. 16
By kidnapping young girls, Woong and the hwan have created fake "tails" for Laon, whose ten-tailed
form will allow the creatures of chaos to wreak havoc on Queen Mago's orderly world. But will Laon be
able to handle the shock of absorbing so many tails at once? Or will the arrival of the tenth tail be too
much for both her and Tae-Ha to handle?! The fate of the world lies in this fickle fox's claws! Find out
what awaits in the final volume of Laon!
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Another, Vol. 2 (light novel)
Atsushi's far-fetched idea to form an alliance with the Mafia results in a summit between crime boss
Ougai Mori and Armed Detective president Yukichi Fukuzawa. But when negotiations fail, Dazai has no
choice but to infiltrate enemy territory alone to secure Q. There, Dazai runs into some unexpected
troubleuntil a familiar man appears before him!!--EndFragment--

Bungo Stray Dogs
In a world haunted by dangerous supernatural forces, there are still some problems you can't solve no
matter how much spiritual power you have. And a good thing too--because phony exorcist Reigen
Arataka doesn't have any! But that's never stopped Reigen from running a ghostbusting businessand his
new part-time office assistant is none other than Tome Kurata, a girl obsessed with the strange and
unexplained--and the schoolmate of Reigen's protégé, Shigeo Mob Kageyama. Yet whereas Mob's
incredible psychic strength resolved many a case for Reigen, Tome is as powerless as her boss! Or so
she may think at firstbut if there's one thing a master scam artist knows how to teach, it's the power of
confidence and belief!

Bungo Stray Dogs, Vol. 3 (light novel)
Praise for Abi Elphinstone! 'Imaginative, adventurous and wonderful' Robin Stevens, author of A
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Murder Most Unladylike series 'The Unmapped Chronicles series is irresistible' Lauren St John, author
of The White Giraffe 'Abi Elphinstone has created a complete world so believably and effortlessly, I can
only marvel' Piers Torday, author of The Last Wild Trilogy 'Brimming with enchantment and adventure'
Catherine Doyle, author of The Storm Keeper's Island ‘Abi Elphinstone is proving to be a worthy
successor to CS Lewis’ The Times Where the map ends, the adventure begins . . . ‘Nothing, and I mean
nothing, is more powerful than a child in possession of a plan.’ Eleven-year-old twins, Fox and Fibber,
have been rivals for as long as they can remember. Only one of them will inherit the family fortune and
so a race is afoot to save the dwindling Petty-Squabble empire and win the love of their parents. But
when the twins are whisked off to Jungledrop, a magical Unmapped Kingdom in charge of conjuring our
world’s weather, things get wildly out of hand. An evil harpy called Morg is on the loose. And if she
finds the long-lost Forever Fern before the twins, both Jungledrop and our world will crumble.
Suddenly, Fox and Fibber find themselves on an incredible adventure in a glow-in-the-dark rainforest
full of golden panthers, gobblequick trees and enchanted temples. But, with the fate of two worlds in
their hands, will the twins be able to work together for once to defeat Morg and her dark magic? Live a
life filled with adventure with Abi Elphinstone in this magical series where a whole new world is
waiting to be discovered! This series will not only leave children entertained, but will also empower
them to battle climate change and environmental issues. Perfect for fans of Michelle Harrison, Piers
Torday and Emma Carroll. Also by Abi Elphinstone: The Dreamsnatcher The Shadow Keeper The
Night Spinner Sky Song Winter Magic (anthology) Everdark (World Book Day) Rumblestar

Bungo Stray Dogs
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Thanks to the Decay of the Angel, the Armed Detective Agency is on the run as the nation's most
wanted criminals. To pursue them, the military police dispatch their elite suppression unit: the Hunting
Dogs, led by Captain Ouchi Fukuchi. Do Yokohama's wandering strays have what it takes to escape the
government's fangs?!

Baccano!, Vol. 3 (manga)
Summary of the first book: In the spring of 1998, Kouichi Sakakibara transfers to Yomiyama North
Middle School. In class, he develops a sense of unease as he notices that the people around him act like
they're walking on eggshells, and students and teachers alike seem frightened. As a chain of horrific
deaths begin to unfold around him, he comes to discover that he has been placed in the cursed Class 3 in
which the student body head count is always one more than expected. Class 3 is haunted by a vengeful
spirit responsible for gruesome deaths in an effort to satisfy its spite. To stop the vicious cycle gripping
his new school, Kouichi decides to get to the bottom of the curse, but is he prepared for the horror that
lies ahead?

The Toho Studios Story
Mafia troubles abound for the Armed Detective Agency! Atsushi has rescued Kyouka Izumi, an
unwilling Port Mafiaassassin, but with a body count in the double digits, can Kyouka's crimes be
forgiven? Meanwhile, a captured Dazai comes face-to-face with the man who detests him more than
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anyone else alive--his ex-partner in crime, Chuuya Nakahara! Can Atsushi and Dazai overcome their
Mafia woes, or is the writing on the wall for both of them?

Bungo Stray Dogs
The Armed Detective Agency's genius sleuth Ranpo hits a wall after a skill user with the frightening
ability to eliminate criminal evidence sets the stage for the most mind-boggling murder case yet. What's
more, as the Agency members continue to solve the riddle that is Dostoyevsky, they discover the evil
conjurer is just the tip of the iceberg

Bungo Stray Dogs
A local exorcist has passed away, leaving behind a study packed with a lifetime of important yokai
research. But his family are normal and don’t know where he’s hidden his workroom. Now all the
exorcists in the area are on the hunt for the mysterious library. But Natsume can’t decide what is more
dangerous—letting the other exorcists find the collection, or discovering it himself! -- VIZ Media

Baccano!, Vol. 2 (manga)
Mob's younger brother Ritsu has been abducted by the sinister superpowered cabal, Claw! In order to
save him, Mob and Teru team up with Dimple to infiltrate the mysterious organizationin a psychic battle
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that will pit middle school kids up against adults with money, resourcesand powers of their own! From
the creator of One-Punch Man!

Mob Psycho 100: Reigen
Regaining consciousness after nearly losing his life to Akutagawa, Atsushi is paralyzed by the thought
of bringing more death and destruction down on the heads of his companions at the Armed Detective
Agency and vows to run away. But before he can make good on his resolution, the Mafia sends Ryuurou
Hirotsu of the merciless Black Lizard squad to storm their offices! Between the bomb-tossing Motojirou
Kajii and the demure, kimono-wearing Kyouka Izumi, will the Mafia's literary giants close the book on
Atsushi and the Armed Detective Agency for good?!

Bungo Stray Dogs
NEW YORK, 1930 Firo's big day has come, and everyone's enjoying the celebration--Isaac and Miria so
much so that they've had a bit of a change of heart! If one criminal syndicate is just too nice to rob, then
surely another will doMeanwhile, Szilard learns that the object of his search is right under his nose.
Soon nothing will stand between him and ultimate knowledge! The crazy ruckus comes to a close!

Bungo Stray Dogs, Vol. 3
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Ten years before the events of the manga series, a fateful encounter brings a professional bodyguard
named Yukichi Fukuzawa and an arrogant boy genius named Ranpo Edogawa together. The result: the
establishment of the Armed Detective Agency, an organization that takes on dangerous jobs even the
police won't handle!

Laon
As Kyouka fights her past demons, the threat of a three-way war between the Armed Detective Agency,
the Guild, and the Port Mafia looms. With each side fortifying their defenses, who will seize the
initiative and land the first crushing blow? After an attack by the Guild's fellowcrafts, the Agency's
chances for survival might just be gone with the wind

Laon
Balsa was a wanderer and warrior for hire. Then she rescued a boy flung into a raging river -- and at that
moment, her destiny changed. Now Balsa must protect the boy -- the Prince Chagum -- on his quest to
deliver the great egg of the water spirit to its source in the sea. As they travel across the land of Yogo
and discover the truth about the spirit, they find themselves hunted by two deadly enemies: the eggeating monster Rarunga . . . and the prince's own father.

Jungledrop
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Though Kaho and Kanade break up due to Kanade's own immaturity, the fifth grader soon realizes just
how precious Kaho is to him. Which leads to the completely mature actions of chasing her home,
serenading her with piano-accompanied love songs, and even making an emergency marriage proposal?!
Surely the age gap between the two means marriage is impossible--but Kaho and Kanade tentatively
exchange vows! Meanwhile, it seems like a new threat is waiting to test the young couple's
relationship--and that busty high school girl and devilish college student are at the center of it!

Voyage of the Sparrowhawk
Laon
NEW YORK, 1930 Three years after the Phantom Father incident, Firo is about to get a promotion
within the Martillo Family. But the intricate web of fate has other plans in store for him as the elixir of
immortality nears its completion, setting off a chain of events that brings together gangsters, alchemists,
and everyone in between! Let the crazy ruckus continue!

Universe of Two
A young man describes his torment as he struggles to reconcile the diverse influences of Western culture
and the traditions of his own Japanese heritage
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Natsume's Book of Friends
Laon's musical tail gave Heri his big break, but the teen idol is about to discover that fame comes at a
priceFollowing the sound of her tail's voice, Laon abruptly ends Heri's career, taking back her tail and its
power. But Laon still lacks the strength to grant Tae-Ha's wish, and time may be running out for his lost
love!
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